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Abstract 

An exploration is made into a new class of semiconductor light sources: so called hot electron p-i-n light 

emitters. The n-type material is subject to a transverse electric field, which heats up the electroos 

causing hot carriers to be injected into the intrinsic recombination region. These devices possess some 

very interesting properties, among which a potential time response increase. 

The hot electron effect cannot be modelled with a simple drift diffusion model. A more complex energy 

transport model is developed. Numerical simulations with this model predict an increase in electron 

density in the intrinsic region when a hot population is present in the n-side of the p-i-n. 

The critica! steps in the fabrication process of these devices are defined and improved upon. The devices 

are fabricated from a p-i-n-i-p GaAs/AlGaAs structure incorporating a quanturn well in each intrinsic 

region, enabling dual wavelength operation. Characterisation of the devices leads to the condusion that 

with the currently fabricated devices it is not possible to distinguish any hot electron effect. 

The gained experience in fabrication and modelling lead to the proposal of a new device design and 

structure. Th is truly innovative design wiJl exh i bit dual wavelength emission triggered by electron 

heating in the n-channel. 
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Chapter 1: Introduetion 

Chapter 1: Introduetion 

The aim of this project is to explore the possibility of a hot electron p-i-n light emitter. The first 

question that comes to mind of course is: what is this device and in what ways is it special? The novelty 

of this kind of device lies in the way in which the carriers are injected into the recombination region. In 

this region electroos and holes will recombine and emit photons. 

Traditionally p-i-n LED's are formed by contacting the p-and n-sides and forcing the p-potential higher 

than the n-potential. In this way holes from the p-contact and electroos from the n-contact are injected 

into the i-region where they recombine. The p-i-n junction is said to be forward biased. In the hot 

electron light eruitter the holes enterthei-region in a similar way, but the electroos that enter the 

recombination region are 'hot'. Hot electroos are electroos that possess excess energy, they are no 

longer in thermal equilibrium with the lattice. This heating is accomplished by imposing a transverse 

electric field onto the n-side, creating a channel for the electrons, hereafter called the n-channel. This is 

schematically represented in figure l.I. To create this situation it is thus necessary to make a three

terminal device: two terminals to heat the electroos and a third to forward bias the junction. The 

phenomenon of penetrution of hot carriers where they are not 'supposed' to come is sametimes referred 

to as Real Space Transfer (RST). An example is given by a device called a NERFET 1
, where the 

carriers no longer stay in a channel, but are collected at a third contact, when a eertaio field is applied. 

quanturn well 
p 

1 

n 
n-channel current 

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of hot electron light emission from a p-i-n block. 
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Chapter 1: Introduetion 

The devices that are investigated in this project actually consist of two p-i-n junctions back to back, 

forming a p-i-n-i-p structure. Looking at the band edge profile for this structure in equilibrium, we see a 

v-shaped channel (see figure 1.2). The bottorn of this channel, populated by electrons, is subject to the 

aforementioned transverse electric field. The basic idea ahout hot electron light emission is that the 

heating effect in this channel will create energetic electrons, which are able to penetrate into the intrinsic 

harriers. In these harriers quanturn wells have been built in, trapping these carriers and stimulating light 

emission from the wells. By altematively biasing each of the p-i-n sides, a quanturn well can be 

'chosen'. This four terminal device therefore has the ability of dual wavelength operation. 

/ / / / 

/ / / / 
# # • 

/ / 
/ 

/ 

/ / / 

/ / / 
/ 

p p 

Figure 1.2: Band edge profile ofthe p-i-n-i-p structure, showing the v-shaped channel and the hot 

electron penetration into the intrinsic harriers. 

The v-channel structure has a potentially different functionality compared toa traditional LED. If the 

heating in the n-channel is the major component in cantrolling the numher of carriers that contribute to 

the light emission, the amplitude of the emission would he set hy the n-channel electric field. The colour 

of the emission would then be set hy appropriate biasing of the p-i-n junctions. 

1.1 History 

The research into the hehaviour of hot electrans is closely linked to the miniaturisation of semiconductor 

devices. The ever reducing dimensions made possihle hy advances in fahrication technology also imply 
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Chapter 1: Introduetion 

that larger electric fields are imposed on the charge carriers in the material, heating up these carriers. 

One such an example is the GaAs MESFET, where electrans are transported through a submicron 

channel fram souree to drain. At these dimensions, the MESPET actually starts to emit light 2 3
. Some 

of the electrans gain so much energy that they have the ability to create holes on impact. Recombination 

with these holes creates photons. This process is shown in figure 1.3. The shape of the spectrum can be 

analysed to reveal information about the temperature of the carriers. Similar emission has been observed 

from HBT's and NERFETs 4. Imagine a GaAs computer, it would be a 'brilliant' sight! 

n -GaAs 

I 
(!) lb 

i-GaAs l 
MESFET 

V8 = 0 

Figure 1.3: Schematic cross section of a MESFET, showing impact-ionisation generated holes, and 

the consequent gate ( 111 ) and substrate ( h) current 3• 

Recent research at the University of Essex by N. Balkan et al. 5 6 has been directed towards the 

understanding of light emission fram quanturn wells near a p-n junction. Surface emission was observed 

when a transverse electric field is imposed on the (unbiased) p-n junction. This field is induced by 

applying a voltage over contacts that are diffused thraugh both the p- and the n-layers. The exact 

mechanism that underlie the emission is not completely understood: whether impact excitation plays a 

part is yet to be resolved. By incorporating several quanturn wells a multiple wavelength device is 

constructed. The number of wells that generate light is influenced by the magnitude of the electric field. 

A drawback of this device is the problem to select a particular wavelength at will: the quanturn well 

ciosest to the p-n junction will always emit light. 

Another way of fabricating a dual wavelength light emitter is described by F.Reed et al. 7
. The 

constructed three terminal device is a p-n-i-p-n structure. By cleverly manipulating the injection of 

carriers into the i-region a quanturn well can be selected.' One well is close to the n-side and the other is 

close to the p-side. A third metbod is described by K.J. Beernink et al. 8
• Two quanturn wells are grawn 

in a p-i-n structure. After the grawth an annealing pracess closes one of the quanturn wells. In this way 
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Chapter 1: Introduetion 

two side emitting quanturn welliasers can be fabricated next to each other, close enough to couple the 

light into one optical fibre. 

1.2 Potential applications 

The ever growing information bandwidth in optical communications imposes more and more demands 

on the characteristics of optical sources. An ideal souree should be efficient, stable, robust, fast, 

monolithically integratable, have a narrow tunable linewidth and be cheap. At the moment 

semiconductor lasers approach this ideal best. 

In the quest for more capacity the single wavelength transmission of one souree can be mixed with 

signals carried on other wavelengths created by other sources. This processis called Wavelength 

Di vision Multiplexing (WDM) 9• A very interesting devices could be conceived if those different 

wavelengths could be produced in one spot by one device. The realisation of WDM would certainly be 

benefited by the creation of such a device. This is the setting in which the exploration towards hot 

electron p-i-n light emitters is conducted. 

Besides the property of dual wavelength emission with the previously mentioned functionality, the class 

of devices under investigation has the potential for very fast direct modulation. One of the limiting 

factors inthespeed of 'ordinary' communications semiconductor lasers is the time needed to build up a 

population inversion. If we now envisage a hot electron light emitter with a sea of energetic electroos 

waiting to pour into the recombination region where holes are already present, we could perceive a 

significant increase in speed. This argument will be worked out in chapter 6 when the focus is shifted 

towards future work. 

A different application for the multiple wavelength devices lies in the area of displays. If a three

wavelength device can be constructed with wide bandgap materiallike Nitride semiconductors, the red, 

green and blue colours can be emitted. Because all wavelengths originate from the same spatial souree 

(in a surface emitting configuration) this device can function as a pixel in a flat display. 

1.3 Outline of report 

Since this research project is focused on a new class of devices, this report must be viewed as an 

exploration, reminiscent of someone finding his/her way through a dark room. Similar to this imaginary 

person, the objective of this report is to locate and identify the unknown objectsin the room as wellas 
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Chapter 1: Introduetion 

finding instruments which will help visualise what' s going on. This report will therefore be 

characterised by open ends. Considerable effort is allocated to defining the possibilities and restrictions 

of the light emitters, culminating in chapter 5 in a window on the future. It is hoped that this report will 

serve as a guideline for future research. 

But befare we can think about future prospects, asolid base must be built. In chapter 2 the basic theory 

will be dealt with. This theory will then be used in chapter 3 to construct simulation tools to understand 

the physical processes involved. In chapter 4 actual devices are investigated: the fabrication processis 

developed and the fabricated devices are analysed. All gained knowledge is wrapped up in chapter 5 and 

our vision is turned towards future prospects. 
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Chapter 2: Theory of hot electron light emission 

Chapter 2: Theory of hot electron light emission 

In this chapter the theory behind the operation of the hot electron p-i-n light emitter will be discussed, 

with an emphasis on providing a framework for the numerical simulation of the device. First the 

phenomenon of carrier heating will be explained, after which a set of transport equations is constructed. 

The terms in these equations that link the variables to the properties of semiconductor material will be 

discussed in detail, foliowed by a description of the quanturn wells present in the devices. 

2. 1 Carrier heating 

Under thermal equilibrium conditions the carriers in a semiconductor absorb and emit phonons in equal 

amounts. There is no net energy exchange between the carriers and the lattice. When a small external 

electric field is applied toa bulk semiconductor, the charged free particles (carriers) will be accelerated 

by this field. The energy that is gained by this acceleration will then be balanced by an increase in the 

emission of phonons. At room temperature, the dominating effect is energy transfer via optica! phonons 

10
• Th is process restricts the growth of carrier momenturn via acceleration. The balance between energy 

gain from the electric field and energy loss via phonon emission leads to Ohm's law, which tells us that 

the mean velocity <v> carriers acquire under the influence of an electric field E is proportional to the 

magnitude of this electric field: 

(2.1) 

where the subscripts n and p refer to electrans and holes, respectively. The proportionality constant 1.1 is 

called the mobility. At these low fields the carrier distribution function, which is Maxwellian, remains 

under thermal equilibrium conditions. 

At higher electric fields the carrier distribution function is changed. The average energy of the carriers 

increases, but more so the shape is shifted towards the high energy side: the population of high energy 

carriers rises. The high energy tail of the distribution function is governed by Boltzmann' s expression 

which relates the average thermal energy of the carriers to the distribution: 

(
E-Ec) 

f(E) oe exp kT (2.2) 

where the italic E now denotes energy and Ec is the conduction band edge energy reference. lt is now 

clear that another way of descrihing the increase of high energy carriers is a rise in carrier temperature. 

It is this discrepancy between the carrier temperature and the lattice temperature that introduces the 
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Chapter 2: Theory of hot electron light emission 

characteristic hot electron features. In figure 2.1 two carrier distributions are shown for two 

temperatures. The energy gain for carriers in a homogenous electric field can be expressed by 

Egain 
--=eEv 

n 
(2.3) 

where n is the carrier density. The amount of energy that is lost by the carriers via optical phonon 

emission can be shown to equal 11 

Eopr hv (hv) --=--exp-
n < r > kT 

(2.4) 

where hv and <'t> are the LO phonon energy and the average time for an electron to emit an LO 

phonon. An alternative expression for the energy losscan be obtained by a relaxation lifetime 

approximation: 

E,l!.\." _ T-To 

n rE 
(2.5) 

where 'tE is the energy relaxation lifetime and T 0 is the thermal or lattice temperature. Balancing the 

energy gain and energy loss defines the temperature of the carriers. In a homogenous field the 

temperature is thus given by 

electron distri bution functions for two 
temperatures 

0.45 .------·------------------." 

0.4 

~ 0.35 
:i 
.e 0.3 
~ 
~ 0.25 
ïii 
c 
~ 0.2 

·-··-··DOS 

--T=300K 

---T=600K 

. . 
" ... 

c •• e o.15 
ti 
"* 0.1 

.· .· 

,, .. · 

0.05 

0~---+----+---~~====~ 

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 

energy above conduction band edge (eV) 

Figure 2.1: Electron distri bution functions for two temperatures. 

(2.6) 
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Chapter 2: Theory of hot electron light emission 

As the electric field across a sample is increased, the mobility of the carriers is also affected. A plot of 

the velocity as a function of electric field for various compositions of AlGaAs is shown in figure 2.2. 

The two reasons for this are: 

1. The higher energy of the electrans enables them toenter the second valley, the so-called L valley on 

the <111> axes. The effective mass ofthe electroos of the carries is much higher in this valley ( 1.2 

II1o compared to .067 111o in the bottorn r valley). Under equilibrium conditions almost all electrans 

occupy the bottorn valley in the centre of the Brillouin zone. The electric field drives the electroos 

into the top valley, where their mobility is much lower ( 100 cm2Ns compared to 8500 cm2Ns). 

This phenomenon, amongst others, leads to the so-called Negative Differential Resistance effect. 

This NOR can be seen in figure 2.2, where it can be seen there is a region in the electric field, where 

an increase in field actually implies a decreasein velocity. It is clear from this graph that the bump in 

the velocity-field curve diminishes for highcontentsof Al. This can be understood by recognising the 

effect of adding Alto the band structure. In Al3Ga.7As the energy difference between the r-and L

valley is smaller than in GaAs, so at low fields a significant population already exists in the L-valley. 

2. A velocity saturation effect, both for holes and electrons. In the saturation region carriers cannot 

increase in velocity due to the ever increasing amount of collisions . 

"ê 1.5 
u ,..._ 
0 

-<>-- X=O 
-<>-- 0.1 
--0.2 
~0.3 

0._~~~~--~~~------~~~----J 

0 5 10 
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15 20 
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> 
.§_200 
3: 150 

100 
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15 20 

Figure 2.2: Left: velocity-field curves for different compositions of AlxGaJ.xAs 12 
; right: energy-field 

curve for GaAs bulk material 13
, both calculated by a Monte Carlo simulation. 

At still higher fields the carriers will gain sufficient energy to create free carriers by transferring their 

energy via collisions. This processis referred to as impact ionisation 2• For this project this process has 

a negative effect on device performance, since impact ionisation in the n-channel decreases the number 
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Chapter 2: Theory of hot electron light emission 

of carriers that enter the i-region. It is however not considered to he a factor of significanee at the level 

of electric fields that are applied. In other hot light emitters it plays an important role. 

2.2 Basic equations governing device operation 

In this paragraph the set of equations that define the operation of semiconductor devices will he 

presented. This set of equations links macroscopie quantities such as density, field and temperature to 

one another. 

The relation between the electric field and charge density is given by the well known Poisson equation 

(2.7) 

where 'I' is the electric potential and N0 and NA are the donor and acceptor densities. 

The translation from microscopie scattering events totransport phenomena is given by Boltzmann' s 

Transport Equation: 

dj 
-+v ·V f-eE· V f = L(f) at -R x - p 

(2.8) 

where fis the distribution function and Lis the collision operator. By appropriate integrations over k

space equations can he obtained for physical quantities that are conserved: partiele number, momenturn 

and energy. Th is is called the moments procedure. 

The carrier density can he calculated from this distribution function by integration over the conduction 

band: 

= 

n = f dE[ N c(E)f(E)] (2.9) 
Ec 

where Ne is the density of states. Assuming a Boltzmann distribution this can he expressed as 

(
Ec-Fc) ('1'-qJn) 

n = N c exp- kT = ni exp Vr (2.10) 

where Ec is the conduction band edge, F v the electron Fermi level and <p0 is the electron Fermi 

potential. The constant ni enters the expression via the r~lation for np product in thermal equilibrium 

when np = ni2
. Similar expressions can he stated for holes. 
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Chapter 2: Theory of hot electron light emission 

The conservation equation for partiele number is also referred to as the continuity equation and is 

a n (a n) -+v ·"Vn=-n"V·v + - =G-R at -n -n at 
col/ 

a P + v . Vp = -pv. v + (a P) = c- R at -p _,, at 
col/ 

(2.11) 

where the collision term is of course equal to generation G minus recombination R. The left hand side is 

formed by temporaland convective changes in carrier density as aresult of the generation and 

recombination terms.These terms will be discussed in paragraph 2.3. 

Con servation of momenturn leads to 

a Y.n ( ) eE k (a Y.n) --+v V·v =---=---VnT + --a t -JI -n me n lllc n a t 
col/ 

a Y." ( ) eE k (a Y.r) --+v V·v =--=---VpT + --at -p -p 1nv p mv p at 
col/ 

(2.12) 

where me and mv denote the effective masses of the electroos and holes. The right hand side is formed 

by contributions due to the electric field (drift term), carrier pressure (diffusion and thermoelectric 

pressure) and momenturn relaxation by collisions. 

Thirdly an energy conservation equation for the electrons is given by 

a w 1 (a w) --+V·wv =eE·v --V·q+ -a t -n - -n n - a t 
col/ 

(2.13) 

where w is the mean energy per electron. The right hand side is formed by energy gain from the electric 

field and energy relaxation via collisions, as explained in the previous chapter, as well as an energy flow 

term g. This term can be evaluated either by formulating a fourth conservation equation or via a 

constitutive ciosure statement. This approach will be discussed in paragraph 3.2. Equation 2.13 is 

formulated only for electrons, because in the device under consideration no hole heating is realised. An 

equivalent and very useful expression can be found for the electron temperature if the re lation 

1 3 
w=-m V ·V +-kT 2 C-n -n 2 n 

is substituted into equation 2.13 14
: 

aT" 2 2 (aT") --+v ·"VT =--TV·v +-V·q+ --a t n Jl 3 n n 3kn - 0 a t 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 
col/ 
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Chapter 2: Theory of hot electron light emission 

2.3 Collision terms 

It is in the callision terms, as expressed in the previous equations, that the microscopie world of physical 

scattering events enters the macroscopie transport equations, so effort should be allocated in 

understanding these terms. In this paragraph these terms will be reviewed and appropriate expressions 

will be given. 

2.3.1 Recombination 

The carrier density in a semiconductor, under thermal equilibrium conditions, is defined by (drift

diffusion) convection and a dynamic equilibrium of generation and recombination processes. 

Recombination processes can be either radiative or non-radiative. It is the ratio between these two that 

determines the intemal efficiency of a light emitter, since all non-radiative recombination processes do 

not lead to the emission of photons. 

Radiative recombination occurs when an electron interacts with a hole, whereby the created energy is 

emitted via a photon with energy hv. Por direct radiative recombination, as is most likely in a direct 

bandgap semiconductor like GaAs, there are no phonon contributions. Hence the transition must 

conserve energy and momentum, as shown in figure 2.3. The total spontaneous emission rateperunit 

volume R,P then becomes 

R,P = f dE[ Pem * NJ (E) * fn (Ez) *(1- J,,(EI )] (2.16) 
E 

where Pem is theemission probability, NJ(E) is the joint density of states and fn,p(E) are the electron and 

hole distribution functions. These functions are Boltzmann's for the non-degenerate case and Fermi

Dirac' s for the degenerate case. 
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•E 

Figure 2.3: Direct radiative transition in an energy-momentum graph 

In the case of a light emitter with no stimulated emission, the momenturn conservation rule can be 

I d d h . 1 . 15 16 17 re axe an a muc simp er expresswn 

R," =Bnp (2.17) 

can be obtained. In this expression B is the so called recombination constant and is determined by the 

joint density of states and the transition probability. In GaAs this constant has a value B- w-10 cm3s· 1
• 

Non-radiative recombination can occur via several competing processes. 

I. Recombination is possible via so called deep trap levels: energy traps which are located inside the 

bandgap. These traps can be created by impurities or imperfections in the crystal. This type of 

recombination is also referred to as Shockley-Read-Hall recombination. 

2. Recombination is possible via surface states. 

3. A third processis Auger recombination. This type of recombination occurs in material with high 

carrier density. In the devices under investigations the active layer is always intrinsic, so this process 

should not be of any significant importance. 

At thermal equilibrium the recombination processes are balanced by generation of electrans and holes 

from thermal energy. An expression for the collisional increase in carrier density is therefore given by 

( ~ ~ J = s( n;
2 

- np) 
colt 

(2.18) 
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Chapter 2: Theory of hot electron light emission 

2.3.2 Momenturn relaxation 

In this project we assume the single electron gas approximation 14 18
• This approximation means that we 

treat the electronsas if they were all in one valley. lt has been shown that this is a valid assumption if 

the populations of the different valleys can be characterised by the same temperature. A common 

practice is to introduce effective values for the related parameters. Momenturn relaxation via scattering 

processes can then be characterised by a single time constant 'tm 

(2.19) 

Substitution of this expression in equations 2.1 and 2.12 under homogenous field conditions leads to the 

re lation 

Tm= 
mc(E) * 11 (E) 

e 
(2.20) 

from which the energy-dependence of the time constant can be deduced if the mobility-field relation is 

known. 

2.3.3 Energy relaxation 

Energy relaxation is closely linked to carrier heating, and is explained in paragraph 2.1. In this report a 

constant relaxation time 'tE of I ps 19 20 is assumed, so the equation for energy relaxation is given by 

(2.21) 

Using Monte Carlo techniques the relationships between the relaxation times and carrier energy can be 

calculated. One such a result is presented in figure 2.4 for GaAs and InGaAs. From this graph it is clear 

that a constant energy relaxation time is but an approximation. 
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Figure 2.4: Graph showing energy dependenee of momenturn and energy rela.xation timesjor GaAs 

and In 1sGa HsAs, as calculated by Monte Carlo study 21. 

2.4 Quanturn wells 

In the devices under inspeetion two quanturn wells are present. It is from these wells that most of the 

light emission actually arises, as the energy levels in the GaAs well are lower than those in the AlGaAs 

bulk materiaL Graphically this is displayed in figure 2.4. In the well discrete energy levels are formed 

due to the quanturn mechanica! confinement In this report it is assumed that only the lowest levels will 

contribute to the recombination processes, thus neglecting heavy hole contributions. A further 

assumption of a 60:40 splitting 22 for the bandgap difference in conduction and valenee band edge 

respectively, allows the calculation ofthe energy levels in the well 23
• This result is given in figure 2.4. 

With the knowledge of these levels it is now possible to calculate the electron density directly as a 

function of the electron quasi Fermi level in the case of thermal equilibrium conditions: 

mekT ( (Fe- (Ee + E1e))) n = --2 ln l+exp k 
ndn T 

(2.22) 

In the case of non thermal equilibrium (steady state operation of the device) or non equilibrium, the 

carrier density in a well must be solved by a self-consistent approach: the solution must satisfy both 

Schrödinger's equation and Poisson's equation (2.7). This approach is very tedious and is not 

undertaken in this project. Instead, a phenomenological approach is taken: the quanturn well is viewed 

as a trapping mechanism. Carriers are slowed down and their chance of recombination is much higher. 

In this way the influence of the quanturn wells on the device operation can be modelled easily to fit into 

the transport equations as described earlier. The trapping behaviour is modelled by a decrease in 
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mobility and an increase in the recombination rate B at the site of the quanturn well. In this way the 

device operation can be simulated by adjusting these parameters. Further theoretica) work integrating 

the quanturn well characteristics with the bulk transport equations is needed to justify the assumptions 

made. 

j• E 
............... 1-.. -.. -.. -... -.. -t. . . ·lG ............. F c for 50 À for 100 À 

EJc 79meV 32meV Ec jl 

1.8eV 1.4eV 
E1v 20meV 6meV 

transition wavelength 814nm 848 nm 

no. of electron modes 1 2 

,, 
.-L----. Ev 

u 
........................... ···················F 

EIC V 

Figure 2.4: Left: schematic of energy levels in quanturn wel/; right: table of calculated parameters for 

the quanturn wells present in the devices. 
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Chapter 3: Device simulation 

With the advent of largerand faster computers, it has become possible to investigate carrier behaviour 

numerically. A pioneering step was made by Gummei in 1964 24 when he set up a numerical scheme to 

solve the drift-diffusion transport equations. Most of the device simulation work has, of course, been 

performed for Si transistors, to be able to model electronk circuits. In recent years some research has 

been devoted to GaAs MESFET's 13 19 25 and HBT's 26 27 as these are becoming more important in the 

area of integrated opties. Since then many improvements have been made, as the miniaturisation of 

devices made their simulation more and more demanding. In 1962 it was Stratton 28 who first introduced 

the modeHing of hot electrons in a Schottky harrier. The full set of hydrodynamic equations as presented 

in chapter 2 were then postulated by Bl~tekjrer 14 
( 1970). Further development for heterogeneaus 

material was presented by Azoff et al. 29 (1987). 

Generally, the constitutive relations that enter the transport equations as the collision terms, are obtained 

by performing a Monte Carlo simulation 12
• In such a simulation the trajectories of a number of particles 

are simulated. Macroscopie relations can then be obtained by appropriate integration over sufficient 

particles, time and space. In this way relations are found for mobility-field J..L(E), energy-field w(E) and 

energy relaxation time-field tE (E). In figure 2.2 in the previous chapter the result of such a Monte 

Carlo simulation was presented for the velocity-field relation for different compositions ofAlxGa1.xAs. It 

is not feasible to use this approach to actually simulate device operation, as it demands huge amounts of 

computing time. Instead it is assumed that these relations, which have been obtained under homogenous 

(constant field) conditions, will also hold in general conditions. The validity of this approach, the 

relaxation time approximation, has been discussed by Nougier et al 30
• The relations obtained canthen 

be used as input terms for the macroscopie transport equations. 

It is not feasible to solve the full set of non-linear transport equations as described by equations 2.7, 

2.11, 2.12 and 2.13. In general one always makes assumptions which allow the omission or 

simplification of some terms, without affecting the characteristic behaviour of the device. Good reviews 

of different submodels are given by Sandborn 18 and Gruzinskis 31
• In this project two simplified models 

are explored: the so called Drift Diffusion Model (DDM) and the Energy Transport Model (ETM). 

With the DDM it is possible to simulate the device behaviour under 'cool' conditions, that is, 

neglecting any carrier heating. With the ETM the effect of carrier heating can be observed fora given 
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electric field distribution. All the rnadelling that bas been performed in this project is under steady state 

conditions. 

3. 1 Drift Ditfusion Model 

Th is is the simplest form of the HDM and bas been the 'working horse' for semiconductor device 

engineering for years, until the miniaturisation forced the inclusion of non-local terms. In the DDM it is 

assumed that carrier velocity is determined locally by the electric field (drift) and the density gradient 

(diffusion). Purthermare a Maxwellian distribution is assumed for the electron distribution function, so 

the Einstein relation can be used to link the diffusivity Dn to the mobility Mo by 

(3.1) 

where V T = kT/e is the thermal voltage. With these assumptions equation 2.12 collapses to 

vil =P~~[~+ ~ vn] (3.2) 

With the purely mathematica! substitution of variables 

p = ni v exp(J ); (3.3) 

the so called Slotboom variables u and v have been introduced. With this transformation the equations 

for momenturn and density can be combined to one continuity equation 

V· [Dnni exp(J)vu] = R- G 

V ·[D"ni exp(- J)Vv] = R- G 

3.1.1 Salution of DOM with finite ditterenee method 

(3.4) 

Por a numerical simulation a discretisation scheme is used: the device is divided into discrete points, for 

which the transport equations are solved. In this project a simple finite difference grid was imposed on 

top of the device geometry with equal spacing between all points. It is possible to enhance this grid by 

varying the mesh size (small size where large changes occur), or transferring the device to a finite 

element problem. In figure 3.1 the two dimensional grid used is shown, tagether with the imposed 

boundary conditions. The boundaries are, of course, very important in the simulation of device 

operation: they determine the external conditions to which the device is forced. In the devices under test 

all contact are assumed to be completely Ohmic. At the boundaries where the device makes contact to a 
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metal pad, the boundary conditions are Dirichlet conditions. The electric potential, electron and hole 

densities are all forced to a fixed value according to 32 

{ +(n)} ( N ~J (-"';"'"] \{/=V. +V. -- ln -+ -+1 · u=exp -- · 
"''" T - (p) 2ni 2ni ' VT ' 

(3.5) 

where V;mp is the applied voltage, N is either NA or No and the + (-) sign is used in the case of n (p) type 

mate rial. 

The other boundaries are either semiconductor-air or are artificial boundaries where the bulk material 

extends. To mimic these boundaries Neumann conditions are imposed, i.e. a zero derivative of all 

variables. Th is is done by applying so called mirror boundaries: the values of the last to one grid point 

are mirrored into the last plus one grid point. Th is point is part of the boundary. 

- Ohmic boundary 

c=J mirror boundary 

(i,j+l) 

m 

(i-l,j) (i,j) (i+ 1 ,j) 

1 1 

m 

(i,j-1) 

five point discretisation 

Figure 3.1: Left: schematic of the grid used showing the boundaries; right: the 5-point discretisation 

scheme. 

For each of the grid points the transport equations must be solved. In discretised form the Poisson 

equation transforms to 

(3.6) 
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where f; is the normalised electric potential with regard to the thermal voltage for the ith point. 

The electron continuity equation leads to 

where Br, the Bemoulli function 

x 
Br(x)=--

exp(x) -1 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

arises as an effect of interpolating the carrier density between two gridpoints 33
• For reasoos of overview 

only the one-dimensional form is given. A two-dimensional expansion is straightforward, as is the 

equivalent equation for holes. 

In order to solve the three coupled nonlinear equations numerically, an iterative scheme is used to solve 

these equations quasi-simultaneously. In Poisson' s equation a new electric potential is calculated using 

the previously obtained values for the electron and hole density 34
• Similarly the electron and hole 

densities are obtained using previously obtained values of the electric potential. This process is iterated 

as many times as necessary to obtain the desired degree of accuracy. This processisthen repeated for 

every grid point. Once the grid has been refreshed completely, the whole processstarts again with the 

new values. This iteration scheme is known as the Scharfetter-Gummel relaxation method 35
. It is 

schematically shown in the flowchart in figure 3.2. A program DDM.f was written in Fortran to 

implement the scheme. The souree text ofthis program is given in Appendix A. The program was run 

on a Solboume server. 
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set initial values for f,u and v 

compute f using previous u,v 

n 

compute u using previous f, v 
compute v using previous f,u 

n 

update all mesh values 

n 

write data to files 

next 
grid 

Figure 3.2: Flowchart ofthe relaxation methad to solve the Drift Dijfusion Model 

3.1.2. DOM results 

The input parameters used in the model are listed in table 3.1 The parameters for Al.3Ga.7As have been 

obtained by Adachi 36 or estimated according to the known GaAs values. As explained in paragraph 2.4 

the quanturn wells are treated as trapping centres. The recombination rate enhancement due to higher 

densities in the quanturn wells is assumed to be 104
. In calculating the final values for electron and hole 

density in the quanturn wells, equation 2.22 is used with the calculated quasi-Fermi levels and the 

quanturn well parameters as listed in figure 2.4. 
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property GaAs Al.3Ga.1As 

bandgap Eg 1.424 eV 1.800 eV 

effective electron mass 0.067 me 0.092 me 

effective hole mass (hh) 0.45 me 0.54 me 

ni 2.6x 1012 m·3 2.8xl09 m·3 

B w-15 m3s-' 10-13 m3s·'@ 

trapping enhancement in QW 104@ 

electron mobility (zero field) .85 m2Y 1s·' .4 m2Y's·' 

hole mobility (zero field) .045 m2v-'s·' .02 m2V-'s·' 

Table 3.1: List of input parameters for GaAs and Al.3Ga.7As as used in the simu/ation (@ = estimated). 

First a one dimensional version of the program was tested by calculating the energy bands through a 

reverse biased, unbiased and forward biased GaAs p-i-n diode. These results agreed with textbook 

results 37
. Then a current-voltage characteristic of an Al.3Ga7As diode was obtained by calculating the 

current for different imposed voltages. Diode behaviour was observed with a small reverse current and a 

turn on voltage at 1.4 V. 

In the two dimensional model of the actual device allcontactscan be adjusted relative each other. The n

channel is tilted .2 V over 2 microns, giving an electric field of 1 kV/cm in the channel. This tilt also has 

the effect of inducing a Quanturn Confined Stark Effect shift in the quanturn well energy levels 38
. This 

would mean a position dependent transition wavelength and in practice a broadening of the emitted 

spectrum. It is in itself a very interesting effect and very worthwhile to investigate further, although new 

device designs would have to be made to make the shift visible. In this project no further attention has 

been given to it. In the following graphs the left side of the p-i-n-i-p structure was forward biased with 

1.3 V, just below the turn on voltage. The resulting conduction band edge profile is presented in figure 

3.3. In figures 3.4 and 3.5 the graphs for the carrier densities are presented. 
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1.5 

0.5 

0 

-0.5 

Figure 3.3: Conduction band edge as calculated after 5000 global iteration steps. The x axis is 3. 75 

J.lm long and consistsof 150 grid points (mesh size = 25 nm). The y axis is 2 J.1m long and consistsof 

80 grid points (mesh size = 25 nm). The z axis is in electron Volts. The left side is forward biased 1.3 

V. The effective doping densities are 5*1d3 m-3
, 1*1019 m·3 and 2*1d3 m-3 for p, i and n respectively. 
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Figure 3.4: Electron density. Details are the same as infigure 3.3. The logarithmic z axis is in m·3
. 

1e+30 

1e+20 

1e+10 

Figure 3.5: Hole density. Details are the same as infigure 3.3. The logarithmic z axis is in m·3. 
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An interesting observation can bemadein figure 3.5. In the n-channel the hole density is much higher 

than the equivalent electron density in the p-type materiaL The width of the n-channel does not permit 

enough recombination to establish the equilibrium np=ni2 condition. There is however no significant 

'walk over' by the holes from the forward biased side to the unbiased side. This is a necessary condition 

to ensure both sides can be addressed independentry. 

Next a comparison was made with a forward biased right side. In figure 3.6 the resulting graphs of the 

emitted power levels per area can be seen. This emitted power levelP/A is proportional to the np 

product via the relation 

p 
-= Bnp*l*hv 
A 

(3.9) 

where lis the depth ofthe emitting volume element and hv is the energy of one emitted photon. Using a 

radiative recombination rate of 10-10 cm3s-1 fortheGaAs wells the calculated emitted powers are in the 

order of 106 W per m2 for the 100 Á quanturn well and 105 W per m2 for the 50 Á quanturn wel I. Th is 

si mulation clearly shows the ability to bias either of the quanturn wells independent of each other and 

the effect of the n-channel tilt to the light emission from the quanturn wells. It also illuminates the effect 

of the potential tilt in the n-channel on the light emission. Care must be taken in order to distinguish the 

effects of this tilt and the hot carrier effect in the light emission. 
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I sooooo 

! 
I 0 

Figure 3.6: Bottom left: emitted power levels in Wm"2 with left 100 A QW forward biased with 1.3 V 

( right side unbiased); Top right: ditto with right 50 A QW for.vard biased with 1.3 V (left side 

unbiased). Dimensions and n-channel tilt are the same as described infigure 3.3 

3.2. Energy Transport Model 

It is the unique combination of transverse electron heating in the n-channel and the light emission from 

the p-i-n adjoining it, that simulation of the device with the DOM fails to model the behaviour correctly. 

In this paragraph a model is proposed that will simulate the transport of high energy carriers into the 

intrinsic harrier of one pin. Starting with the full HOM as it is described in chapter 2 a simplified 

Energy Transport Model is presented. To arrive at this model 5 assumptions have been made. 

1. The carrier velocity is determined by the local surroundings. That is, carrier velocity instantaneously 

follows the variations in electric field (drift), density (diffusion) and temperature (thermoelectric 

pressure). This assumption is justified when the momenturn relaxation time is short compared to the 
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energy relaxation time. For GaAs inthermal equilibrium these relaxation times are .3 ps (from equation 

2.) and I ps respectively (see also figure 2.3). 

2. The Einstein relation relating the mobility and the diffusivity is still valid, only now with regard to the 

electron temperature 39
: 

(3.10) 

This assumption is valid as long as the distribution function itself does not change too much. It has been 

shown that electron populations described by a shifted Maxwellian distribution do indeed maintain the 

Einstein relation. A possible impravement in the future would be to use a Fermi-Dirac distribution, for 

which an exact Einstein relation can be formulated 15
: 

(3.11) 

where F 112(x) and F_ 112(x) are Fermi-Dirac integrals of order V2 and- V2 respectively. 

3. The mobility (or momenturn relaxation time) is assumed to be energy dependent This is in agreement 

with physical reality, where it is the energy of the carriers that de termines the scattering processes, as 

explained in chapter 2. For the model under investigation a phenomenological expression is used 19
: 

1 
f.Ln(W)=f.Ln.O W-W 

1+ 0 

(3.12) 

w.mr 

where w,ar is the saturation energy. This is a parameter that has to be determined experimentally, as 

there is no agreement in the literature for its value (values run between 6 and 100 me V). For the ETM 

si mulation a value of 30 me V was used. 

4. The energy flow gis neglected. This te.rm arises from the diffusion of heat in the electron gas. 

Bl!l)tekjrer has formulated an approximation for this heat flow 

(3.13) 

where Kis the thermal conductivity, for which an expression is given according to the Wiedemann

Franz law 19
: 

5 f.L nknw 
K=-

3 e 

Comparison of this term with the convective term shows that it can safely be ignored. 

(3.14) 
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5. The energy flow due the velocity gradient is neglected. Results with the model show a fairly uniform 

velocity tbraughout the device, justifying this assumption. 

These 5 assumptions lead to the following set ofETM equations, including Poisson's equation 2.7 and 

equation 2.11 for partiele conservation: 

l:n = 11 n(w{ -g- :n VnT"] 

[ Vr J V = 11 E--Vp 
-p t"' p,O- p 

(3.15) 

T"-To 
V . V T = --"--"'-
-n n 'l' 

E 

(3.16) 

with w calculated as in equation 2.14. 

3.2. 1 Salution of ETM with finite ditterenee methad 

The device is simulated by looking at a one dimensional string of points, representing a cross-section of 

the intrinsic region of one p-i-n side of the device. Only this section is considered, as this is where the 

light emission is created. An overview ofthe discretisation is given in figure 3.7. The boundary 

conditions for the carrier density are set by the doping levels in the n- and p-regions hordering on the i

region: on the n-side the electron density is fixed and on the p-side the hole density is fixed. The velocity 

boundaries are assumed to be of the Neumann-type. The temperature of the carriers is fixed at the n

side. This temperature is calculated using equation 2.6 and the imposed electric field along the n

channel. Fora field of lkV/cm (the field that was used in the DDM simulations) this equation gives a 

carrier temperature rise of the order of 100 K. For reasans which will become apparent, the carrier 

temperature in the n-channel, as used in the simulation, is set to 390 K. 

1 

0·- .• ~ •. -·· ~. ·-.•. - •. -~. ·-. -o 
i-1 i i+ I n-type p-type 

boundary 

Figure 3. 7: Schematic of the one dimensional discretisation scheme used for ETM. 

boundary 
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The set of ETM equations is solved in a similar manner as in the DDM case. The additional 

temperature equation is now solved quasi-simultaneously with the continuity equations. To overcome 

complexity, the electric field is regarcled as an input parameter. This means that Poisson's equation is 

not solved in this program, but deduced from the one calculated in the DDM program. A flowchart is 

given in figure 3.8. The local temperature along the device is calculated using the obtained values for 

the electron velocity, after which the densities are calculated. At the end of this cycle the electron 

velocity is recalculated and the cycle starts again with updated values. When convergence is reached, 

the set of equations is solved. This si mulation was performed similar to the DDM program, now with 

the programs ETMINIT.f and ETM.f. The program ETMINIT.f sets the electric field values, which the 

program ETM.f uses to solve the ETM equations. Both souree texts are listed in Appendix A. 

set initia! values for n,p,T and ~n 
read values for E 

compute n and p 

n 

compute T and ~n for whole grid 
using values for n and p 

n 

write data to files 

Figure 3.8: Flowchart of the relaxation methad to solve the Energy Transport Model 
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3.2.3. Results 

With thesetof input parameters, as listed in the previous paragraph (table 3.1), supplemented with the 

input parameters of table 3.2, a comparison was made between the situation of absence and presence of 

hot electroos in the n-channel. Of interest are of course the changes in carrier densities through the 

intrinsic region, the carrier veloeities and the electron temperature. 

property value 

energy relaxation time I ps 

QW electron mobility decrease 104@ 

QW hole mobility decrease 104 @ 

QW recombination rate enhancement 103 @ 

saturation energy 30meV ® 

Table 3.2: Input parameters as used in the ETM simulation (@ = estimated) 
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Figure 3.9: Electron temperature through the intrinsic regionfor electron temperatures in the n

channel of 300 and 390 K. The p-type boundary is on the left hand side. 

The hot carriers in the n-channel will diffuse into the barrier, raising the local temperature in this 

barrier. This rise in temperature can beseen in figure 3.9, where the local temperature is plotted against 
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space. It can be seen that most of the temperature drops in the first .2 Jlm of the intrinsic region. This 

result suggests a less broad harrier would increase the hot electron effect. 

In figure 3.10 the carrier densities for both cases are presented. The thermo electric pressure can be seen 

clearly: the electroos penetrate the harrier. Also apparent is the lack of influence the carrier heating has 

on the hole density. This is due to two factors: firstly Poisson's equation is not solved simultaneously so 

the band edge bending effect of the electron penetration is nottaken into account. Secondly the relatively 

large size of the intrinsic region prohibits the recombination term to play a major role in determining the 

fall of the carrier densities through the harrier. In figure 3.11 the related recombination density Bnp is 

depicted. The hot electron effect can beseen readily: an increase of a factor of 4 is observed. 
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Figure 3. JO: Electron and hole densities through the intrinsic region for electron temperatures in the 

n-channel of 300 and 390 K. 
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Figure 3.11: Recombination density Bnp through the intrinsic region for electron temperatures in the 

n-channel of 300 and 390 K, indicating the emission levels 

An interesting observation can be made looking at the carrier veloeities in figure 3.12. The hole velocity 

is not affected significantly, as expected from the reasoning made previously. The electron velocity on 

the right side of the quanturn well however is reduced in the 390 K case compared to that in the 300 K 

case. This is due to two factors. Firstly the mobility is decreased in this region due the temperature rise. 

Secondly the penetration of electrans into the harrier lowers the density gradient and thus the diffusion 

component of the velocity. Th is is a self-regulating mechanism, as it we re. 

The temperature rise in the model has a fascinating effect on the convergence of the solution. Up to an 

input temperature of 392 K the salution is obtained via a fast converging path. The convergence of the 

salution is measured by calculating a convergence parameter. Th is convergence parameter is 

constructed by calculating the average normalised difference in carrier densities between two successive 

iterations. If the input temperature is raised up to 393 K however the salution starts to oscillate. The 

convergence parameter first decays monotonously, butaftera number of iterations it rises sharply toa 

high value only to start the whole process again. At a value of 400 K the oscillations are more frequent 

and sharper. In figure 3.13 the convergence parameter has been plotted against the number of global 

iteration for the cases of 390, 393 and 400 K. 
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Figure 3.12: Electron and hole veloeities through the intrinsic regionfor electron temperatures in 

the n-channel of 300 and 390 K. 
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Figure 3.13: Convergence parameter against number of global iterations, for carrier temperatures of 

390, 393 and 400K. 

The behaviour of the convergence parameter strongly resembles chaotic behaviour: a small increase in 

the input value leads to a drastic change in output behaviour. This behaviour is caused by the non linear 

coupling between the equations. A more direct cause can be placed on the behaviour of the electron 
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velocity. At high input temperatures the velocity has a tendency toturn positive at the n-side ofthe 

intrinsic region, which in its turn wiJl disrupt the smooth temperature decay in this i-region, which in its 

turn will affect the electron density, etc. A solution to this problem is to force all electron veloeities to a 

minimum negative velocity (flowing to the left). The addition of such a restrietion is certainly not 

aesthetic and requires advance knowied ge of the carrier behaviour, knowledge which was to be 

extracted from the model. 

3.3. Simu/ation conclusions 

Two steady state simulation models have been constructed and solved numerically. The Drift Diffusion 

Model leads to a two dimensional overview of the energy band edge and carrier density profiles for all 

desired combinations of bias conditions. This model demonstrated the switching capability of the p-i-n-i

p device and pinpoints the difficulty in separating the hot electron effects from the potential tilt effects, 

especially if the n-channellength is of considerable size. The Energy Transport Model shows the effect 

of hot electroos penetrating the p-i-n harrier. The result of this model suggest a less broad intrinsic 

region would be beneficia! to the significanee of the hot electron effect. 

The written si mulation programs are valuable tools for the design and evaluation of hot electron p-i-n 

light emitters. It is certainly worthwhile to invest effort in an attempt to integrate the two models into 

one two-dimensional Energy Transport Model including Poisson's equation. An alternative way of 

improving the ETM is given by D. Chen 40
, where some assumptions about the shape of the distri bution 

function leadtoa DDM-like model with improved stability and convergence behaviour. Further 

improvement in the optica! side of the program would be to take the distribution function explicitly into 

account. U sing equation 2.16 the optica! spectrum of the device can then be calculated 41
• 
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Chapter 4: Device fabrication and characterisation 

In this chapter the actual fabrication of hot electron light emitters will be discussed. Difficulties with the 

fabrication process will be laid bare. Two different designs are given and the characterisation results of 

these. 

4. 1 Fabrication technique 

The starting point of all devices is a 2 inch GaAs - A1.3Ga.7As wafer, with the specifications given in 

table 4.1. The n-channel consists of GaAs, because of the superior carrier behaviour with respect to 

Al3Ga7As. The desired devices are then defined on the wafer by a processof lithography, etching and 

metal evaporation. The basic process start with the definition of a pattem by lithographic means. A thin 

layer of photoresist is applied to the wafer by a spin coating process. This is then illuminated by a 

masked ultraviolet source, after which the pattem emerges as it is developed. Once a pattem is defined, 

two processes are used to manufacture the design. Etching the wafer reveals underlying layers, so 

contact can be made to the n-type and p-type layers under the surface. Evaporation 

of metal then farms a contact to these layers, enabling bias to be imposed on the device. The two 

processes and their relevant characteristics will be explained in the next two paragraphs. 

Thickness (Á) Material Dopant Type Conc (cm.3) Remarks 

500 GaAs Be p 4E+18 capping layer 

2000 Al.3Ga.1As Be p 4E+18 

10000 Al.3Ga7As Be p 1E+18 

5000 Al.3Ga.1As ud 

100 GaAs ud quanturn well 

5000 Al3Ga.1As ud 

1000 Al.3Ga.1As Si n 1E+18 

3000 GaAs Si n 4E+18 

1000 AbGa.1As Si n 1E+18 

5000 Al.3Ga.1As ud 

50 GaAs ud quanturn well 

5000 Al.3Ga.1As ud 
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Thickness (Á) Material Dopant Type Conc (cm-3
) Remarks 

10000 Al3Ga.7As Be p 1E+18 

2000 AbGa.7As Be p 4E+18 

20000 GaAs Be p 1E+18 

- GaAs ud M924 A: semi insulating 

or substrate 

- GaAs p 1E+l8 M1223: p-type substrate 

Table 4.1: Growth plans ofthe wafers used. 

4.1 .1 Etching 

A crucial part of the fabrication is the etching, where a defined part of the wafer is removed to reveal 

underlying layers. An ideal etching process would be characterised by the ability to remove only this 

defined part, to leave a smooth surface and the ability to stop at a precise depth. This last requirement is 

very important for the conneetion to the n-layer, which is sandwiched by other layers in the wafer. To 

find out the actual depth of this layer several characterisation tests have been carried out, all of them on 

the M924A wafer 

1. A Capacitance - Voltage (C-V) profile was made of the wafer. This is a test whereby the capacitance 

between two surface cantacts on the wafer is monitored while etching all of the surf ace. Because the 

capacity depends on the doping density, a depth profile of the doping concentration through the wafer is 

obtained. A problem with this technique is the fact that the results are unreliable when etching through a 

thick undoped region. Therefore the resolution in locating the n-layer is not definable. 

2. The surface resistance was measured for several discrete etch depths. The surface resistance also 

depends on the doping density, a high doping density will exhibita low resistance. This resistance was 

measured by looking at the Current- Voltage (I-V) characteristics between two probe tips. Because of 

the small size of the tips quantitative results are not possible, measured values exceed the expected 

resistances. When prohing a p-layer an Ohmic (straight) curve was found, while for contact with ani

layer no current could be detected. For the n-layer a somewhat ambiguous result was found: a non linear 

I-V curve, varying from depth to depth. The resolution of this measurement technique is therefore also 

undefined. The etching was performed with an non seledive etchant salution of H2S04 : H20 2 : H20 (1 : 

8: 80). This general etchant produces a smooth and reasonably slow etching rate (.6Jlrnlmin). The 

etching depth was measured by measuring the depth of the pit relative to an unetched surface. Th is is 
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done with a Tencor Alphastep 100, which consistsof a stylus with a microscopie tip, that is scanned 

across the surface whilst measuring the vertical movement of this stylus. The depth resolution obtained 

with this measurement technique was approximately .1 IJ.m. 

3. Because the middle part of the n-layer consistsof GaAs surrounded by Al.3Ga.7As the n-layer can 

also be located by selective etching. The recipes fora pair of selective etchant solutions were provided 

by the EPSRC III-V growth facility of the University of Sheffield, which allowed manufacturing of two 

solutions with etching rates that differentiate these two compositions. An etchant that selectively etches 

GaAs is a salution of 50 g of citric acid (C6H100s) in 100 mi of de-ionised water, to which H20 2 is 

added in a ratio of 10: 1. The acidic peroxide has a quoted selectivity of 100: 1 and will be referred to as 

GaAs etchant. For the etching of Al.3Ga7As a salution of 55.6 g Potassium Iodide (KI) in 50 ml de

ionised water is prepared. The salution is then buffered toa pH level of 5.5 by actding small quantities 

of citric acid and Potassium Hydragen Carbonate (KHC03). To this buffered salution is added 32.5 g of 

iodine (12). The buffering of the acidic level of the salution is very important for the etching behaviour 

and should be monitored. The salution has a quoted selectivity of 5: 1 and will be referred to as the 

AlGaAs etchant. Etching to the n-layer is now a4-step process: first the GaAs cap layer is removed 

with the GaAs etchant, secondly the AlGaAs is removed down to the first quanturn well, thirdly the 

quanturn well itself is removed again with the GaAs etchant and finally the AlGaAs is removed down to 

the GaAs n-layer. This procedure is satisfactory in locating the GaAs layer. 

The results of these three characterisations, tagether with the original growth plan are summarised in 

figure 4.1. From this figure the condusion can be drawn that the actual n-layer is deeper down than 

expected from the growth plan. 
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Figure 4./: Comparison of the different characterisation methods for the different layers in the 

M924A wafer. 

To investigate the quality of the etching the sample was observed with a Scanning Electron Microscope 

(SEM). This revealed the surface of the n-layer is not very smooth, a confirmation of visual 

observation. In figure 4.2 an SEM photo shows a detail of an etched pit, showing the side wall of an 

etch pit from the top surface of the wafer down to the GaAs n-Iayer. The most striking feature in this 

detail is the so called 'trenching effect' . The etchant has cut a trench next to the etch walt. This is a 

fairly common problem in etching, where the si des of the etch pit show excessive etching. For the device 

under investigation this is a devastating effect, as the depth of the trench indicated a loss of contact 

between the uncovered n-layer and the n-layer that is still covered by the topp-and i-layers. 

Discussions with the growth facility of the University of Sheffield have led to an impravement in the 

etching scheme, which can be seen by looking at the SEM picture of a similar etched wall in figure 4.3 . 
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Figure 4.2: SEM picture of an etch walt showing trenching effect. Close inspeetion also reveals the 

location of the quanturn wel!: the '< ' shape of the walt is caused by a change in etching angle aft er 

having etched to the quanturn welland having removed it . 

Figure 4.3: Simi/ar picture as infigure 4.2 after improvement in etching scheme. 
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A second uncertainty in the quality of the etched patterns lies in the quality of the etched walls. Ideally 

these vertical surfaces would not be affected in their crystal structure. The composition of most of the 

vertical walls is Al_3Ga_7As, which has the property of oxidising quickly, much faster than GaAs. This is 

in principle a positive effect, since the oxidisation of the vertical surfaces prohibit the flow of current, 

thus isolating the different layers and forcing the imposed current to flow through the appointed regions. 

It still re rnains uncertain ho wever what the quality of the walls are, since no determination technique 

other than SEM was available. 

In condusion the selective wet etching technique employed in the device fabrication is now capable of 

etching the desired structures. Certain quality aspects of the technique remain to be resolved. An 

alternative etching technique would be to use dry etching. A different approach is to substitute the n

type material to a composition of InGaAsP. This material can be grown lattice-matched and with a 

definable band gap. Besides providing a good etch stop layer, this material can be grown with a larger 

bandgap than GaAS. This will prevent the absorption of emission from the quanturn wells. It remains to 

be investigated whether the conducting properties of InGaAsP will also exhibit the same heating effect. 

4.1 .2 Cantacts 

Once an appropriate layer has been laid bare by etching, a contact is made to conneet this layer toa bias 

voltage. First a thin metal pad is evaporated on the surface (not covered by photoresist) in a vacuum 

chamber. In order to make Ohmic contact to the semiconductor different metal compositions are used 

for the n- and p-type contacts: Au/AulnGe/Au and Au/AuMg/Au respectively. This layer is then heated 

to let the metal diffuse into the surface and ensure Ohmic behaviour. For the n-contact this is done for 5 

sec at 450 °C, for the p-contact it is 10 sec at 350 °C. The Ohmic behaviour of thesecontactscan be 

tested by measuring anI-V curve of two separated surface contacts. If this curve is a straight line the 

contact is Ohmic, if it is not a Schottky-like contact has been made. 

Once these metal pads have been deposited, they are connected to the macroscopie 'outside world' by so 

called wirebonds: thin gold wires with a diameter of 17 or 25 Jlm. The wirebonds are connected to the 

pads by a thermosonic compression technique. Th is causes the end of the wirebond to spread onto the 

metal pad, creating a 'foot' with a size of 2-3 times the original wirebond diameter. The size of the 

wirebonds is a restricting dimeosion in device design, since the metal pads must be large enough to 

accommodate the wirebonds. 
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In our experience the wirebonding step is a crucial step in the device fabrication process. Often the (lack 

of) quality of the metal evaporation and diffusion is revealed when connecting the cantacts to the wires. 

Unfortunately the quality of the metal padsis nat predictable. The wirebonding step therefore shows a 

high drop out rate. 

4.2 Double mesa design 

The double mesa design is a surface emitting design. The design consists of two mesas on top of each 

other, resembling two tiers of a wedding cake. A schematic of the design, which will be called DM 1 

design is shown in figure 4.4. The surface of the top mesa is covered by a p-type contact with a window 

to allow light to escape from the surface. The top mesa contains the top p-i-n diode. On the surface of 

the bottorn me sa two n-type cantacts are evaporated to farm the n-channel. The top of this mesa must 

therefore lie intheGaAs n-layer. The bottorn mesa contains the bottorn p-i-n diode, so the floor of this 

mesa is in the bottorn p-type layer, which is also connected to a p-type contact. A detailed recipe for the 

fabrication of the DM 1 device is listed in appendix B. The dimensions of this device are restricted by 

the si ze of the metal pads necessary for wirebonding. 

IQ200J.LQI 

500 Jlm 
620 Jlill 

Figure 4.4: Top view of DM 1 device design 

- metal contact 
I·' .· '\cl bottorn mes a 

- topmesa 
r wirebond 
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Because of the difficulty with the wirebonds, a new waf er M 1223 was grown on top of a p-type 

substrate. This allowed the bottorn p-contact to be located on the bottorn side of the wafer, simplifying 

the fabrication process. This design is made with the same mask as DMl with the omission of the 

bottorn contacts and is called DM2. The DM2 design can be made more robust by enlarging the n

contacts. 

4.2.1. M924A devices 

In order to check the electrical behaviour of the double mesa device fabricated on the M924A wafer, the 

current-voltage characteristics are measured with a Tetronix type 477 curve tracer. With this technique 

the quality of the p-i-n diode and the Ohmic nature of the contacts can be evaluated. 

A typical diode characteristic is given in figure 4.5. Two features in this curve are of particular interest: 

the turn-on voltage and the breakdown voltage. The turn-on voltage is related to the built-in potential, as 

it is this potential that the forward bias voltage must overcome before a current can flow. The measured 

value of 1.4 V coincides well with the expected value. The reverse characteristics reveal information 

about the quality of the diode. A relatively large reverse dark current below breakdown indicates 

leakage currents like surface current paths. The value of the breakdown voltage reveals information 

about the intrinsic region. A low breakdown voltage indicates an abnorrnality, like a high impurity 

concentration. Por GaAs a value of 250 kV/cm is quoted 37 for the breakdown field in a p-i-n diode with 

an intrinsic doping of 1014 cm-3
. The measured values of around 40 V(= 400 kV/cm) for the Al3Ga.7As 

devices agree wel! with this theoretica} value for GaAs. Devices which do not meet these criteria are not 

considered for further characterisation. 
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Figure 4.5: Typical diode characteristic for M924A double me sa devices. The breakdown is nat 

visible on this scale. 

The Ohmic nature ofthe n-type contactscan be tested by measuring an I-V curve between the two n

contacts. If this curve is not a straight line, the contact metal has not made a good Ohmic contact with 

the semiconductor material and the device is discarded. Measurements of several devices give values of 

l 00-300 .Q for the n-channel resistance R0 • Th is resistance is related to the carrier density through a 

simple equation 

d 
R"=--

enJ.l "A 
(4.1) 

where dis the contact separation and A is the current cross sectionat area. Using values of 400 11m ford 

and .5 * 200 11m2 forA this relation gives a range of l - 3 * 1017 cm-3
• This agrees reasonably well with 

the doping concentration of 1018 cm·3 consiclering notall donors are ionised in heavily doped materiaL 
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Figure 4.6: Typical output power- current characteristics for M924A double mesa devices, for both 

top and bottorn diodes operating in LED mode. 

Next the light emission of electrically 'healthy' devices was examined. This was done by operating the 

top and bottorn diodes in LED mode, that is without n-channel current. Visual observation of the origin 

of theemission reveals that it is quite evenly distributed across the surface, with stronger emission near 

the contacts. A typical output power vs. input current is shown in figure 4.6. The output power is 

measured with a 5 * 5 mm2 photodetector at a distance of 5 mm. Assuming a uniform spatial 

distribution the extemal efficiency of the device at 10 mA is 5 * 10·5. This efficiency is orders of 

magnitude below the expected value. Obviously the radiative recombination rate is minimised by 

competing recombination mechanisms, like surface recombination or single trap recombination due to 

impurities. It is a very real problem for the success of the device operation and must be solved. At this 

stage it is unclear whether the problem resides in the growth or in the fabrication process. The etching 

experiments of the M924A waf er certainly cast doubts on the quality of the wafer, but further 

measurements are necessary to confirm these. 

The spectrum of this emission was then analysed with a monochromator- photomultiplier setup. Two 

peaks could be identified for each of the diode spectra: one peak bel on ging to the QW emission and a 

smaller one belonging to the bulk Al.3Ga.7As material emission. This second peak rises from 665 nm, 

corresponding toa 1.85 eV bandgap, which agrees reasonably well to the expected value of 1.8 eV. The 

top 100 À QW emission peak rises from 850 nm and the bottorn 50 À QW emission peak rises from 

810 nm, both in excellent agreement with the calculated values. The FWHM of the ernission peaks was 

measured to be 20 nm, corresponding to 35 me V. From this spectrum it can be deduced that the 

quanturn wells are the origins for the majority of the light emission, the remainder coming from the bulk 

intrinsic materiaL 
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Finally the behaviour of the emission was observed for a diode, while applying an n-channel tilt, as 

explained in section 3.1. This tilt leads to a shift in the origin of the emission. The observed origin of the 

light shifts towards the n-contact which is most negative, coinciding with the largest forward bias with 

respect to the p-potential. This confirms the behaviour as modelled in figure 3.6. No increase in the light 

emission due to the heating effect could be observed; this is dwarfed by the potential tilt effect. 

4.2.2. M1223 devices 

The same characterisation procedure was foliowed for the M1223 DM2 devices. Electrical 

characterisation revealed a very odd behaviour. The obtained diode characteristic is shown in figure 4.7. 

A 'punch-through' type of behaviour is observed. Up to 4 V no current is seen, thereafter a current path 

is forced and the voltage drops. A hysteresis loop is formed. The punch-through behaviour was again 

observed while measuring the light emission. Measurements at severallevels of current, ranging from l 

to 10 mA, have revealed theemission originates from small spots or regionsin the device. Consecutive 

observations under identical conditions even showed that this point or region changes location each time. 

This confirms the notion of a forced current path. 

The reason for this behaviour is as yet unclear. One explanation evolves round the formation of an oxide 

layer in the device, disconnecting two elements. A high voltage then forces a path through this oxide 

layer, enabling a current flow. The presence of such an oxide layer remains a mystery, since similar 

behaviour has never been encountered in an M924A device. 
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Figure 4. 7: Diode characteristic of M 1223 DM2 device, showing punch-through behaviour. The 

horizontal scale is 1VIdiv, the vertical scale is 1 mA/div. The graph is obtainedfrom a photograph of 

the curve tracer display. 

4.3 Stripe design 

To evereome the problem of the large n-contact separation a stripe geometry with side emission is 

proposed. A preliminary set of large scale ridge devices have been fabricated on the M924A wafer. A 

typical device consists of a ridge of 150 jlm wide with a p-eon tact stripe on top. On both sides of the 

ridge two n-contact stripes were deposited in the etched pits. Their separation was typically 200-250 

jlm. The relatively large widths in these devices were limited by the lack of suitable mask sets. In the 

direction perpendicular to the length of the stripes the material was cleaved, leaving devices ranging 

from .6 to I mm in length. 

Electrical characterisation presented similar results as the M924A DM1 devices. A graphof the Ohmic 

nature of the two n-contacts is shown in figure 4.8. The measured resistances of 10-20 n re late to 

carrier densities of 3- 4 * 1017 cm·3
, slightly higher than those calculated for the DM1 devices. However 

the complexity of the geometry of the DM1 current flow certainly allows this difference. The slight 

hysteresis in the curve can be attributed to non ideal Ohmic contacts. In these devices the potential tilt 

could also be discemed, with the emission shifting in the top surface from one side to the other. No 

added emission due to the heating effect could be observed. The output levels were of a similar 

efficiency as the M924A DM l devices and no threshold behaviour was observed up to a current of 100 

mA. 
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Voltage (V) 

Figure 4.8: Typica/1-V characteristic ofn-channel in the M924A stripe devices. 

A second advantage of the stripe geometry design is the increased directionality of the emission in the 

direction of the stripe, enabling speetral analysis with a monochromator. It was hoped that even without 

lasing the cleaved edges would confine the spreading of the emission. An experiment was conducted to 

investigate this hypothesis. For two directions, perpendicular to and in the direction of the stripes, the 

power was monitored while increasing the distance between the souree and the detector. The result is 

drawn in figure 4.9 and it can be established that for the perpendicular direction the power is 

proportional to the inverse square of the distance, indicating a uniformly radiating source. For larger 

distances over 20 mm this is also true for the longitudinal direction, but the decrease in power for 

shorter distances is less than proportional to the inverse square of the distance. This indicates a 

directionality of the light emission for short distances. It is however lost for langer distances. The 

condusion can be drawn that for larger power levels this directionality should increase in importance. 
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Figure 4.9: lnvestigation into the directionality ofthe light emissionfor two directions: perpendicular 

to and in the direction of the stripes. The double log scale reveals the re lation between the detected 

power and the detector-souree distance. 

4.4 Fabrication and characterisation conclusions 

In this chapter the various critica! points in the fabrication of the multi-layer and multi-contact devices 

are investigated. The developed fabrication process now yields devices with a reasonable degree of 

success. The electrical properties of these devices are good, the diode characteristics and n-channel 

characteristics indicate good quality electrical behaviour. The optica! properties of the devices under 

investigation are very poor, the efficiency is orders of magnitude lower than expected. Reasons for this 

fact must be sought in other recombination mechanisms which do not involves the emission of photons. 

Th is problem will have to be faced if a working device is to be fabricated. Measurement techniques 

which characterise the exact composition of the wafer material will have to be used to determine the 

causes. 

Due to the poor optica! performance of the device only preliminary observations into the effect of an n

channel current have been made. These observations confirm the potential tilt effect as predicted by the 

DDM simulations. For the device under investigation this potential tilt effect masquerades any heating 

effects, making it impossible to verify the conclusions drawn from the ETM simulations. For this reason 

future devices must be made according to a stripe geometry with a thin ridge. The fabrication aspect 

presents no difficulties forthese stripe devices. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 

ModeHing the p-i-n-i-p structure that is investigated in this project with the help of the written 

simulation programs has led to the following conclusions. 

1. For a Iarger hot electron effect the intrinsic region must be made thinner than the one micron it 

presently is. The carrier temperature drops rapidly within .2 j.lm. The intrinsic region cannot be made 

infinitesimally thin, as this would mean that the p-i-n junction basically changes to a p-n junction. The 

advantages of a p-i-n junction (constant depletion width) would be lost. A lower limit to the thickness of 

the i-layer is therefore set by the requirement that all the voltage drops inside the intrinsic region. 

Lowering the doping densities in the n- and p-layers has the effect of lowering this limit. 

2. The length of the n-channel must be made as small as possible. Th is will have the effect of lowering 

the required voltage to create a sufficiently large heating field. Purthermare the potential tilt itself 

influences the light emission, as has been shown with the DOM simulations. This effect must be kept to 

a minimum. 

3. The width of the n-channel determines the efficiency of the heating process. A thin channel will force 

more electrans into the harrier, percentage wise. There are however two limiting factors for the channel 

thickness. One is a fabrication limitation: a thin layer is difficult to contact to. Secondly the n-channel 

must be thick enough to pin the quasi Fermi levels to the donor level to maintain a true n-type layer. 

The experience with the fabrication process tells us that this process is now under contra!: all stages 

have been investigated and improved upon if necessary. In future designs careful consideration must be 

given to the contact problem. That is the contact size should be large enough to allow for good quality 

wirebonds. lt is exactly this problem with the contact size that makes the double mesa design not 

suitable for a hot electron light emitter. Preliminary experiments with a stripe geometry side emitter 

have shown the possibility of creating a much smaller separation between the two n-contacts. In the 

fabricated device the si ze of the ridge is limited by the availability of good mask sets, but smaller ridges 

do nat pose insurmountable difficulties. 

Characterisation of the device operation has led to the condusion that the efficiency of the p-i-n-i-p 

structure as two p-i-n LED's is very low. Theemission is measured to be originating from the quanturn 

wel!. The reasans for this poor performance are nat clearly understood. Possibly surface recombination 
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plays a role in decreasing the direct radiative recombination rate. Two possible improvements for the 

efficiency are listed below. 

1. By surrounding the quanturn well with a confining structure, the trapping mechanism can be greatly 

enhanced. By growing aso called Separate Confinement Heterostructure (SCH) the carriers are first 

collected in a potential basin, before being collected by the well. 

2. The interface between n-layer and air is determined by the etching process. lts quality is certainly 

subject to doubt. A solution for this problem would be to contact the n-layer through an intrinsic layer. 

In this metbod the etching is stopped before reaching the n-layer. Withso called diffused centacts the n

layer can be reached. By heating (annealing) of evaporated metal contacts, the metal diffuses into the 

semiconductor material contacting the bidden layers. A schematic overview of a device with these 

centacts is given in figure 5.1. A problem with these centacts could arise by the fact that the contact is 

not as well defined as a surface contact, i.e. the diffusion process smears out the volume in which metal 

is contained and the Ohm ie nature of the centacts are less sure. 

diffused contact 

' 
1 

p 

Figure 5.1: Schematic design of diffused contacts in a device. 
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Chapter 6: Future development 

The integration of the conclusions summed up in the previous chapter leads to the construction of a new 

device. In this chapter the design of such a device will be discussed, foliowed by an improved band 

structure. This leads to a truly novel device with very interesting characteristics which are to be 

explored. 

6.1 Design 

The design wil! definitely be for a side emitting device. A surface emitting device does not allow a small 

n-channellength. The bestoption is then a ridge design. If the device exhibits enough gain this design 

willlead to lasing. The dimensions of the ridge are set by two considerations: one is about fabrication 

limitations and the other is about the waveguide properties of the ridge. A too narrow ridge will not 

confine the light very well, so directionality is lost. A ridge width of 5-10 )..lm will have good optica! 

characteristics. To allow for contact with wirebonding techniques a broadening of the ridge at one side 

of the emitter is incorporated. All considerations lead to the device design as drawn in figure 6.1. 

top view 

cleaved side J1 

wirebond pad 

-I 
("'f") 

Figure 6.1: Optimum ridge waveguide design. 

side view 

n 

p 

etched to 
n-layer 
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6.2 Engineering the band structure. 

Next an optimum structure for the wafer should be considered. One of the conclusions that can be 

drawn from the ETM simulations is the fact that theemission gain due to the hot electron effect is not 

very large. A new idea must be introduced: a harrier layer between the n- and i-layer. This intrinsic 

layer with a bandgap larger than that in the n-channel will prevent electrans from entering the quanturn 

well behind the harrier. This applies to all electrans with an energy lower than the harrier height. 

Electrans with sufficient energy can travel over the harrier or, if the harrier is thin enough, tunnel 

through it. The first process is called thermionic current, the second tunneling. lt must now be realised 

that the fraction of electrans with sufficient energy can be enhanced by carrier heating in the channel. 

Because the heating increases the high energy tail of the electron distri bution more than proportional, 

the hot electron effect is multip lied, whereas the potential tilt effect is limited by the presence of the 

harrier. Th is implies that the visibility of the hot electron effect is greatly enhanced. 

A second advantage of the harrier is that the number of electrans entering the recombination region is 

now solely dependent on the carrier temperature in the n-channel. This can be expressed by the equation 

for the thermionic current Jth 

= 

J,h oe fdE[Nc(E)* J(T,.,E)] (5.1) 
Eu 

where E8 is the harrier energy level. The functionality as explained in the introduetion now becomes a 

reality. 

A third advantage is that the p-i-n can be completely forward biased without any significant light 

emission if there is no channel current. Because the harrier prevents cool electrans from entering, the 

quanturn well can be filled with holes without any light emission. Once the channel is 'tumed on' the hot 

electrans entering the well find a sea of holes waiting. Due to the fact that the energy relaxation time is 

much shorter than the timescales for which carrier densities fluctuate, this could in principle enhance the 

speed response of the device, as the time for population inversion is cut down. 

The fact that the energy relaxation is so fast compared to other processes has been used by Tolstikhin et 

al. 42 43 to design a three-terminal device able to generate picosecond gain switched pulses. The device 

separates two functions of the electron injector: the number of injected carriers and their energy. The 

device consists of two integrated parts. One part determines the number of carriers that is injected. For 

this part both a Resonant-tunneling Hot Electron Transistor and a single Heterojunction Bipolar 
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Transistor have been proposed. The second part is the active part with a launching region that 

deterrnines the energy of the injected carriers. Th is energy in its turn affects the gain in the active region 

and can be used as a gain switching mechanism. A cross-section of the device with HBT injection is 

given in figure 6.3. The functionality of their proposed devices is different from the currently proposed 

device in the fact that the gain switched pulses can be no longer than several picoseconds, because the 

mechanism depends on the different timescales of the involved processes. The transverse pumped hot 

electron light emitter suffers no such restrictions and should also work well in steady state conditions. 

p • lnGeAaP Bo .. 

l·lnGeAaP Leunciter 

1-lnGeAaP Acllve Roglon. '-= 1.55 1n1 

p • · lnGoAsP Clodding 

p• ~ lnP Emlner 

Semi-lnsulaling lnP Subairale 

Figure 6.2: Cross-section of a tongitudinal HBT-LD hot electron laser. The top mesa contains the 

HBT, which by virtue of VI controts the injection rate. The bottorn mesa contains the active region 

and the launcher, which controts the energy ofthe injected carriers and can be adjusted by V2 43
• 

In figure 6.3 the proposed p-i-b-n-b-i-p (b for harrier) structure is drawn for three states. On the left 

si de all contacts are unbiased, the device is in thermal equilibrium. In the top right hand si de the p-i-n's 

are forward biased, but no channel current is applied. The quanturn well is filled with holes, as can be 

seen by the quasi Fermi level for holes Fv. When the electroos are heated in the n-channel the picture 

changes to that in the bottorn right hand side. The quasi Fermi level for electroos no longer drops at the 

harrier but penetrales into the intrinsic region. 
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cool forward bias 

thermal equilibrium 

x=.3 

p 

hot forward bias 
~ ~ 
...................... . . . 

Fe\. \Fv 
...----. harriers 

Figure 6.3: Band edge profiles of the p-i-b-n-b-i-p structure for three states: unbiased, forward 

biased withno heating andforward biased with heating. The approximate shape ofthe (quasi) Fermi 

levels is also drawn. 

Next the engineered band structure is translated toa growth structure. This structure must produce the 

desired band edges and also prove to be a suitable material to fabricate. For this second reason it is 

important that the harrier layers are made of a composition that will allowan etching process to reveal 

this layer with no difficulties. A harrier layer of InGaAsP is therefore proposed with the right lattice 

constant and the right bandgap. Th is materiallends itself well for selective etching. The proposed 

growth structure is given in table 6.1. 

Thickness (Á) Material Type Remarks 

200 GaAs p capping layer 

3000 Al.3Ga.7As p 

1000 AbGa.sAs ud SCH 

50 GaAs ud quanturn well 

1000 Al.2Ga.8As ud SCH 

500 In,Gai_,AsyP 1-y ud harrier layer 

or Al,GaJ_,As (x>.3) 

2000 GaAs n n-channel 

500 In,Gai_,AsyPI-y ud harrier layer 

or Al,Ga1_,As (x>.3) 
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1000 Al2Ga.sAs ud SCH 

50 GaAs ud quanturn well 

1000 Al.zGa.sAs ud SCH 

3000 Ai3Ga1As p 

- GaAs p substrate 

Tahle 6.1: Proposed growth structurefor hot electron harrier emitter 

6.3 The device 

Adding the ideas about the design and structure together, a new device emerges. The inclusion of the 

harrier layers in the structure introduces a very neat etch stop. The n-layer is no Jonger connected to the 

surface. A schematic drawing ofthe device can now be constructed and is shown in figure 6.3. From 

this picture one disadvantage can be seen: the bottorn p-i-n is spatially not as well defined as the top p-i

n junction. This means that the top p-i-n will perform superior to the bottorn one. To obtain the sloping 

etched walls as drawn in the figure, the orientation of the stripe must be correct. If the wrong orientation 

is chosen the etching process will have a tendency to undercut the masked pattem and form inward 

sloping walls, make it virtually impossible to fabricate a good metal contact. 

5 nucrons .... .... 

----------

• metal contact 
I <I p-type 

EJ i-type with QW 

fjj8 barrier layer 

1111 n-channel 

Figure 6.3: Cross section ofthe proposed harrier structure, side emitting device. 
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6.4 Further investigations 

Future research into the phenomenon of hot electron light emission can be divided in two categories: 

theory and practice. On the theoretica! side the Energy Transport Model can be improved upon by 

integration of Poisson' s equation. To be able to simulate the inclusion of the harriers a heterogeneaus 

version of the ETM must be applied. This is modelled by including a spatial variation in effective mass 

and permittivity. 

The practical side of future research would start with the fabrication of the proposed growth structure 

and device design. The characterisation of this device, mixed with the modeHing results, can then be 

used as a springboard towards optimisation of design and composition. Of great interest will be the 

transient features of the device, i.e. what are the relevant timescal es of the processes involved. 
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Appendix 

A: Souree texts for rnadelling programs 

Program DDM.f 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

** 2-D drift diffusion model ** 

parameter (ifin=150,jfin=80) 
integer i,j,itfin,it 
real ir,jr 
real ni,q,eps,diffe,diffh,vt,rr,ecO,hcO,qwc,qwv 
real dn,dp,dni,bn,bp,bi,ec,hc 
real f0n,f0p,f0i,vpl,vp2,vnl,vn2,vnj 
real yerror,err 
double precision 
double precision 
double precision 
double precision 
double precision 
double precision 
double precision 
double precision 
double precision 

l,m,lm 
y,pl,p2 
beip,beim,bejp,bejm 
bhip,bhim,bhjp,bhjm 
d(ifin,jfin) 
f(O:ifin+l,O:jfin+l) ,f2(0:ifin+l,O:jfin+l) ,f3 
u(O:ifin+l,O:jfin+l),u2(0:ifin+l,O:jfin+l) ,u3 
v(O:ifin+l,O:jfin+l),v2(0:ifin+l,O:jfin+l),v3 

11,12 

open(unit=2l,status='unknown',file='ddmec.dat') 
open(unit=22,status='unknown',file='ddmev.dat') 
open(unit=23,status='unknown' ,file='ddmfc.dat') 
open(unit=24,status='unknown' ,file='ddmfv.dat') 
open(unit=25,status='unknown' ,file='ddmn.dat') 
open(unit=26,status='unknown' ,file='ddmp.dat') 
open(unit=27,status='unknown' ,file='ddmnp.dat') 
open(unit=28,status='unknown' ,file='ddmerr.dat') 

** set parameters ** 

itfin=SOO number of global iterations 
dn=2e23 
dni=lel9 
dp=-5e23 
vt=0.026 
ni=2.8e+9 
q=l. 6e-19 value for Al.pa,As 
eps=13.5*(8.84e-12) 
diffe=le-2 
diffh=Se-4 
rr=le-13 
vp1=1.3 
vpl=vpl/vt 
vp2=0 
vp2=vp2/vt 
vnl=.l 
vnl=vnl/vt 
vn2=-.1 
vn2=vn2/vt 

sets the bias voltages 

1=2.5d-8 mesh size in x-direction 
m=2.5d-8 mesh size in y-direction 
lm=(l*l*m*m)/((2*1*1)+(2*m*m)) 
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c 
c 
c 

110 
120 

c 
c 
c 

yerror=1e-5 
p1=(lm*q*ni)/(eps*vt) 
ecO=(rr*ni)/(diffe) 
hcO=(rr*ni)/(diffh) 

bn=dn/(2*ni) 
bp=abs(dp)/(2*ni) 
bi=dni/(2*ni) 

Appendix 

f0n=log(bn+sqrt((bn**2)+1)) 
f0p=-log(bp+sqrt((bp**2)+1)) 
f0i=log(bi+sqrt((bi**2)+1)) 

equilibrium values for potential 

** initial values for mesh ** 

do 120 j=1,jfin 
jr=j 
vnj=(jr/80)*(vn2-vn1)+vn1 

do 110 i=1, ifin 
ir=i 
if ((i.ge.1) .and. (i.le.25)) then 
d(i,j)=dp 
f(i,j)=f0p+vp1 
u(i,j)=exp(-vp1) 
v (i, j) =exp (vp1) 
else if ((i.ge.26) .and. (i.le.65)) then 
d (i, j) =dni 
f(i,j)=(ir-25)/41*(vnj+f0n-vp1-f0p)+vp1+f0p 
u(i,j)=exp( (ir-25)/41*(-vnj+vp1)-vp1) 
v(i,j)=exp((ir-25)/41*(vnj-vp1)+vp1) 
else if ((i.ge.66) .and. (i.le.85)) then 
d (i, j) =dn 
f(i,j)=fOn+vnj 
u(i,j)=exp(-vnj) 
v(i,j)=exp(vnj) 
else if ((i.ge.86) .and. (i.le.125)) then 
d (i, j) =dni 
f(i,j)=(ir-85)/41*(vp2+f0p-vnj-f0n)+vnj+f0n 
u(i,j)=exp((ir-85)/41*(-vp2+vnj)-vnj) 
v(i,j)=exp((ir-85)/41*(vp2-vnj)+vnj) 
el se 
d(i,j)=dp 
f(i,j)=f0p+vp2 
u(i,j)=exp(-vp2) 
v (i, j) =exp (vp2) 
endif 

continue 
continue 

** boundaries ** 

do 130 i=O,ifin+1 
if ((i.ge.66) .and. (i.le.85)) then 

f(i,O)=vn1+f0n 
f(i,jfin+1)=vn2+f0n 
u(i,O)=exp(-vn1) 
u(i,jfin+1)=exp(-vn2) 
v (i, 0) =exp (vn1) 
v(i,jfin+1)=exp(vn2) 

el se 
f(i,O)=f(i,2) 
f(i,jfin+1)=f(i,jfin-1) 
u(i,O)=u(i,2) 
u(i,jfin+1)=u(i,jfin-1) 
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130 

140 

c 
c 
c 

1000 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

Appendix 

v(i,O)=v(i,2) 
v(i,jfin+1)=v(i,jfin-1) 

endif 
continue 

do 140 j=O,jfin+1 
f(O,j)=vp1+f0p 
f(ifin+1,j)=vp2+f0p 
u(O,j)=exp{-vp1) 
u(ifin+1,j)=exp(-vp2) 
v(O,j)=exp(vp1) 
v(ifin+1,j)=exp(vp2) 
continue 

** main loop ** 

it=1 
if (it.le.itfin) then 
err=O 

** solve mesh ** 

do 180 j=1,jfin 
do 170 i=1,ifin 
if ( (i.eq.45) .or. (i.eq.105)) then 

ec=le4*ec0 enhancement of QW trapping 
hc=1e4*hc0 

el se 
ec=ecO 
hc=hcO 

endif 

** solve Poisson ** 

ll=lm* ( (f (i-1, j) +f (i+l, j)) / (1*1) + (f (i, j-1) +f (i, j+1)) / (m*m)) 
12=(lm*q*d(i,j) )/(eps*vt) 
p2=-11-l2 
y=f(i,j)+p1*(u(i,j)*exp(f(i,j))-v(i,j)*exp(-f(i,j)))+p2 
f2(i,j)=f(i,j) 
u2 ( i , j ) =u ( i , j ) 
v2 ( i , j ) =v ( i , j ) 

1100 if (abs(y) .gt.yerror) then 

1200 

c 
c 
c 

f3=f2(i,j) 

if (abs(y) .gt.yerror) then 
dy=1+p1*(u2(i,j)*exp(f3)+v2(i,j)*exp(-f3)) 
f3=f3-y/dy 
y=f3+p1*(u2(i,j)*exp(f3)-v2(i,j)*exp(-f3))+p2 
goto 1200 

endif 

**solve u and v** 

11=f2(i,j)-f(i-1,j) Brillouin function 
if (abs(l1) .lt.1e-8) then 

beim=1-.5*11 
bhim=1+.5*11 

el se 
beim=l1/{exp(l1)-1) 
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bhirn=-11/(exp(-11)-1) 
endif 
11=f2(i,j)-f(i+1,j) 
if (abs(11) .1t.1e-8) then 

beip=1-.5*11 
bhip=1+.5*11 

e1se 
beip=11/(exp(l1)-1) 
bhip=-11/(exp(-11)-1) 

endif 
11=f2(i,j)-f(i,j-1) 
if (abs(11) .1t.1e-8) then 

bejrn=1-. 5*11 
bhjrn=1+.5*11 

e1se 
bejrn=11/(exp(11)-1) 
bhjrn=-11/(exp(-11)-1) 

endif 
11=f2(i,j)-f(i,j+1) 
if (abs(11) .1t.1e-8) then 

bejp=1-.5*11 
bhjp=1+.5*11 

e1se 
bejp=11/(exp(11)-1) 
bhjp=-11/(exp(-11)-1) 

endif 

11=(beirn*u(i-1,j)+beip*u(i+1,j))/(1*1)+ 
+ (bejrn*u(i,j-1)+bejp*u(i,j+1))/(rn*rn)+ 
+ exp(-f2(i,j))*ec 

12=(beirn+beip)/(1*1)+(bejrn+bejp)/(rn*rn)+ 
+ exp(-f2(i,j))*ec*v2(i,j) 

u3=11!12 

11=(bhirn*v(i-1,j)+bhip*v(i+1,j))/(1*1)+ 
+ (bhjrn*v(i,j-1)+bhjp*v(i,j+1))/(rn*rn)+ 
+ exp(f2(i,j))*hc 

12=(bhirn+bhip)/(1*1)+(bhjrn+bhjp)/(rn*rn)+ 
+ exp(f2(i,j))*hc*u2(i,j) 

v3=11!12 

f2(i,j)=f3 
u2(i,j)=u3 
v2(i,j)=v3 
y=f3+p1*(u3*exp(f3)-v3*exp(-f3))+p2 

goto 1100 
endif 

err=err+abs(f(i,j)-f2(i,j)) calculate convergence parameter 

170 continue 
180 continue 

c 
c 
c 

print* ,it,err/(ifin*jfin*vt) 

** update rnesh va1ues ** 

do 200 i=1,ifin 
do 190 j=1,jfin 
f(i,j)=f2(i,j) 
u(i,j)=u2(i,j) 
v(i,j)=v2(i,j) 

190 continue 
200 continue 

show convergence parameter 

do 210 i=1,ifin update mirror boundaries 
if ((i.1e.65) .or. (i.ge.86)) then 
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f(i,O)=f(i,2) 
f(i,jfin+1)=f(i,jfin-1) 
u(i,O)=u(i,2) 
u(i,jfin+1)=u(i,jfin-1) 
v(i,O)=v(i,2) 
v(i,jfin+1)=v(i,jfin-1) 

endif 
210 continue 

c 
c 
c 

it=it+1 
goto 1000 
endif 

end of main loop 

** write to file ** 

do 230 j=1,jfin 
do 220 i=1,ifin 

if (i.eq.45) then 
l1=7.24e23/1.5*log(1+u(i,j)*exp(f(i,j)-25.9)) 
l2=4.86e24/1.5*log(1+v(i,j)*exp(-f(i,j)-30.4)) 
qwc=.210 
qwv=.125 

else if (i.eq.105) then 
l1=7.24e23/1.5*log(1+u(i,j)*exp(f(i,j)-27.7)) 
l2=4.86e24/1.5*log(1+v(i,j)*exp(-f(i,j)-31.0)) 
qwc=.161 

el se 

endif 

qwv=.112 

ll=ni*u(i,j)*exp(f(i,j)) 
l2=ni*v(i,j)*exp(-f(i,j)) 
qwc=O 
qwv=O 

if ((i.eq.ifin) .and. (j.eq.jfin)) then 
write(21,501) i,j,-vt*f(i,j)+.865-qwc 
write(22,501) i,j,-vt*f(i,j)-.935+qwv 
write(23,501) i,j,vt*log(u(i,j)) 
write(24,501) i,j,-vt*log(v(i,j)) 
write(25,501) i,j,ll 
write(26,501) i,j,l2 
write(27,501) i,j,l1*12*rr*l*(1.8-qwc-qwv)*q 

501 format((3x,I4,3x,I4,3x,e12.6)//) in gnuplot format 
else if (i.eq.ifin) then 

write(21,502) i,j,-vt*f(i,j)+.865-qwc 
write(22,502) i,j,-vt*f(i,j)-.935+qwv 
write(23,502) i,j,vt*log(u(i,j)) 
write(24,502) i,j,-vt*log(v(i,j)) 
write(25,502) i,j,l1 
write(26,502) i,j,l2 
write(27,502) i,j,l1*12*rr*l*(1.8-qwc-qwv)*q 

502 format((3x,I4,3x,I4,3x,e12.6)/) 
el se 

write(21,503) i,j,-vt*f(i,j)+.865-qwc 
write(22,503) i,j,-vt*f(i,j)-.935+qwv 
write(23,503) i,j,vt*log(u(i,j)) 
write(24,503) i,j,-vt*log(v(i,j)) 
write(25,503) i,j,l1 
write(26,503) i,j,l2 
write(27,503) i,j,l1*12*rr*l*(1.8-qwc-qwv)*q 

503 format(3x,I4,3x,I4,3x,e12.6,3x) 
endif 

220 continue 
230 continue 

write(28,504) err/(ifin*jfin*vt) check the convergence 
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504 format(e12.6) 

stop 
end 

Program ETMINIT.f 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

110 

c 
c 
c 

** initialisation for etme.dat file ** 

parameter (ifin=100) 
integer i 
real ir,ifinr,elO 
real el(ifin) 
open(unit=21,status='unknown',file='etme.dat') 

el0=-.5/1e-6 

** initialise electric field ** 

ifinr=ifin+1 approximate the DDM result by polynomial 
do 110 i=1,ifin 

ir=i 
el(i)=el0*(1+.2*((.5*ifinr-ir)/(.5*ifinr))**6) 

continue 

** write to file ** 

do 120 i=1,ifin 
write (21,501) el(i) 

501 format(e12.6) 
120 continue 

stop 
end 

Program ETM.f 

c 
c 
c 

** 1-D energy transport model ** 

parameter (ifin=100) 
integer i,itfin,it,itfin2,it2 
real q,k,rnnO,mpO,vt,ni,rrO,massn,tau,wsat 
real l,ll,ltot,ifinr,ir 
double precision err1,err2,tol1,w1,w2 
double precision n(O:ifin+1),n2(0:ifin+1),n3(0:ifin+1) 
double precision p(O:ifin+1),p2(0:ifin+1),p3(0:ifin+1) 
double precision vn(O:ifin+1) 
double precision vp(O:ifin+1) 
real t(O:ifin+1) 
real rnn(ifin) ,mp(O:ifin+1) 
real rr(O:ifin+1),el(ifin) 
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double precision 11,12 

open(unit=21,status='unknown',file='etmn.dat') 
open(unit=22,status='unknown',file='etmp.dat') 
open(unit=23,status='unknown',file='etmvn.dat') 
open(unit=24,status='unknown' ,file='etmvp.dat') 
open(unit=25,status='unknown',file='etmt.dat') 
open(unit=26,status='unknown',file='etmmn.dat') 
open(unit=27,status='unknown' ,file='etmnp.dat') 
open(unit=28,status='unknown' ,file='etmjn.dat') 
open(unit=29,status='unknown',file='etmjp.dat') 
open(unit=30,status='old',file='etme.dat') 
open(unit=32,status='unknown',file='etmerr.dat') 

itfin=200 
t(ifin+1)=390 
ni=2.8e9 
q=1.6e-19 
k=1.38e-23 
vt=300*k/q 
mn0=.4 
mp0=.02 
rr0=1e-13 
massn=.092*9.11e-31 
tau=1e-12 
wsat=Se-21 

itfin2=200 
tol1=1e-3 
tol2=1e-5 
1=1e-8 
11=2*1 
ltot=l*(ifin+1) 
p(0)=5e23 
n(ifin+1)=2e23 

restriet number of global iterations 
input temperature 

mobility constant 

energy relaxation time 
saturation energy 

restriet number of n-p iterations 
toleranee level tor n-p loop 
global toleranee level 
mesh size (10 nm) 

** initial values for mesh ** 

ifinr=ifin+1 
read(30,501) el 
format(e12.6) 

electric field input 

do 110 i=1,ifin assume no current 
ir=i (balance of drift-diffusion) 
11=abs(el(ifin+1-i)/vt) 
n(ifin+1-i)=n(ifin+1)*exp(-l1*l*ir) 
11=abs(el(i)/vt) 
p(i)=p(O)*exp(-11*l*ir) 
rr(i)=rrO 
mn(i)=mnO 
mp(i)=mpO 

110 continue 

n(O)=n(1)*n(1)/n(2) 
p(ifin+1)=p(ifin)*p(ifin)/p(ifin-1) 
rr(50)=rr0*1e3 define QW trapping centre 
mn (49) =mn0/le4 
mp(51)=mp0/1e4 

do 120 i=1,ifin 
vn(i)=mn(i)*(-el(i)-(vt/n(i))*(n(i+1)-n(i))/l) 
vp(i)=mp(i)*(el(i)-(vt/p(i) )*(p(i)-p(i-1))/l) 

120 continue 

vn(0)=vn(1) 
vn(ifin+1)=vn(ifin) 
vp(O)=vp(1) 
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c 
c 
c 

1000 

c 
c 
c 

130 

c 
c 
c 
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vp(ifin+1)=vp(ifin) 

** main loop ** 

it=1 
err2=tol2+1 ensure loop is entered first time 
if ((err2.gt.tol2) .and. (it.le.itfin)) then 

** solve temperature ** 

do 130 i=O, ifin 
11=.5*1/((vn(ifin-i)+vn(ifin+1-i))*tau) 
t(ifin-i)=t(ifin+1-i)+l1*(t(ifin+1-i)-300) 
if (t(ifin-i) .le.300) then 

t(ifin-i)=300 
endif 

continue 

** calculate electron mobility ** 

do 140 i=1,ifin 
en=.5*massn*vn(i)*vn(i)+1.5*k*t(i) 
mn(i)=mn0/(1+(en-450*k)/wsat) 
if (i.eq.49) then 

mn (i) =mn (i) /le4 
endif 

140 continue 

do 150 i=O,ifin+1 
n2(i)=n(i) 
p2(i)=p(i) 

150 continue 

c 
c 
c 

err1=tol1+1 
it2=1 

** solve n and p ** 

ensure loop is entered first time 

2000 if ((err1.gt.tol1) .and. (it2.le.itfin2)) then 
err1=0 
do 160 i=1,ifin 

11=rr(i)*ni*ni+mn(i)*el(i)*n2(i+1)/l+ 
+ (mn(i)*vt)/(300*l*l)*(n2(i+l)*t(i+1)+n2(i-1)*t(i-1)) 

12=rr(i)*p2(i)+mn(i)*el(i)/l+ 
+ ( 2 *mn (i) *vt * t (i) ) I ( 3 0 0 * 1 * 1) 

n3(i)=ll/12 
11=rr(i)*ni*ni+mp(i)*el(i)*p2(i-1)/l+ 

+ (mp(i)*vt)/(l*l)*(p2(i+1)+p2(i-1)) 
12=rr(i)*n2(i)+mp(i)*el(i)/l+ 

+ (2*mp(i)*vt)/(l*l) 
p3(i)=ll!l2 
err1=err1+abs((n3(i)-n2(i))/n2(i))/ifinr 
err1=err1+abs((p3(i)-p2(i))/p2(i))/ifinr 

160 continue 

print* ,it2,err1 shown-ploop convergence parameter 
w1=.9 relaxation parameter 
do 170 i=1,ifin 

n2(i)=n2(i)+w1*(n3(i)-n2(i)) 
p2(i+1)=p2(i+1)+w1*(p3(i+1)-p2(i+1)) 

170 continue 
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200 

c 
c 
c 

210 

c 
c 
c 

220 

230 
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n2(0)=n2(1)*n2(1)/n2(2) 
p2(ifin+1)=p2(ifin)*p2(ifin)/p2(ifin-1) 
it2=it2+1 
goto 2000 
endif 

**update mesh values** 

tol1=err1*.8 
err2=0 
do 190 i=1,ifin 

active toleranee control 

err2=err2+abs((n2(i)-n(i))/n(i))/ifinr 
err2=err2+abs((p3(i)-p2(i))/p2(i))/ifinr 

continue 
print* ,it,err2 
write(32,501) err2 
w2=.9 

do 200 i=1,ifin 
n(i)=n(i)+w2*(n2(i)-n(i)) 
p(i)=p(i)+w2*(p2(i)-p(i)) 

continue 
n(O)=n(O)+w2*(n2(0)-n(0)) 
p(ifin+1)=p(ifin+1)+w2*(p2(ifin+1)-p(ifin+1)) 

** calculate veloeities ** 

do 210 i=1,ifin 
11=(n(i+1)*t(i+1)-n(i)*t(i))/l 
vn(i)=mn(i)*(-el(i)-vt/(300*n(i))*l1) 
11=(p(i)-p(i-1))/l 
vp(i)=mp(i)*(el(i)-vt/(p(i))*ll) 

continue 
vn(0)=vn(1) 
vn(ifin+1)=vn(ifin) 
vp ( 0 ) =vp ( 1 ) 
vp(ifin+1)=vp(ifin) 
it=it+1 
goto 1000 
endif 

** write to file ** 

do 220 i=O,ifin+1 
write(21,501) n(i) 
write(22,501) p(i) 
write(23,501) vn(i) 
write(24,501) vp(i) 
write(25,501) t(i) 
write(27,501) n(i)*p(i)*rr(i) 
write(28,501) n(i)*vn(i) 
write(29,501) p(i)*vp(i) 

continue 

do 230 i=1,ifin 
write(26,501) mn(i) 

continue 

stop 
end 
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8: Recipe tor fabrication of device DM1 

1. top contact 

1.1 apply a spincoating of photoresist CGO Mieroe leetronies BPRS 150 ( lO sec at 2000 rpm) 

1.2 soft bake for 1 min at 1 00°C 

1.3 expose photoresist for lO sec with UV light transmitted through a mask, a glass plate with a 

metalised (Chrome) pattem to be copied onto the sample; the system used is the Dynapert 

Precima MAS 12 with a Mercury are lamp 

1.4 develop the photoresist in developer solution for approx. 1 min. 

1.5 rinse sample with deionised water and blow dry with N2 gas 

1.6 expose all of surface with UV light for lO sec to enhance acetone lift-off (see step 1.8) 

1. 7 deposit layers of Au/ AuMg/ Au in a vacuum evaporation chamber to make p-type contact 

1.8 remove remaining photoresist with acetone (acetone lift-off) 

1.9 diffuse the evaporated metal contact into the semiconductor surface for lO sec at 350°C to 

make an Ohmic contact 

2. top mesa 

2.1 photo-lithography (steps 1.1-1.5) with pattem for top mesa 

2.2 hard bake remaining photoresist for 10 min at 100° 

2.3 etch down to AlGaAs p-layer by immersion in GaAs selective etching solution for 

approximately 15 seconds 

2.4 rinse and blow dry 

2.5 measure etch depth with Tencor Alphastep 100 

2.6 if necessary repeat steps 2.3-2.5 until desired depth is reached 

2.7 repeat steps 2.3-2.6 withAlGaAs etchant down to quanturn well, etching time 

approximately 120 seconds, monitoring the pH to 5.5 

2.8 repeat steps 2.3-2.6 with GaAs etchant to remove quanturn well, etching time 

approximately 15 seconds 

2.9 repeat steps 2.3-2.6 withAlGaAs etchant down to GaAs n-channel, etching time 

approximately 90 seconds 

3. n-contacts 

3.1 photo-lithography with pattem for n-contacts 

3.2 blanket exposure (step 1.6) 

3.3 deposit Au/AulnGe/Au for n-type contacts 

3.4 diffuse metal into surface for 5 sec at 450°C 
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4. bottorn rnesa 

same procedure as for top mesa, but using pattem for bottorn mesa; since the depth of this mesa 

is not so critica! this etching step can also be executed with an aselective sulphuric acid etching 

salution 

5. bottorn p-contacts 

same procedure as for top p-contacts but using pattem for bottorn p-contacts 

6. wirebonding 

6.1 place sample on ceramic mount 

6.2 attach wirebonds ( 17 or 25 Jlm in diameter) to all device contacts, linking these with 

macroscopie gold contact pads on the ceramic mount; the system used is a Kulicka and 

Soffa type 4123, based on a 60 kHz sonic compression wedge and a heated substrate 

6.3 place ceramic mount on a piece of strip board 

6.4 attach copper wires (approx. 1 mm in diameter) to ceramic mount, linking these with the 

strip board 
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